Abstract-Contrast threshotds were determined for counterphase flickering and drifting spatial gratings using pattern and ~icker/motion criteria. In contrast to previous reports. the two criteria yielded contrast sensitivity functions (CSF) of similar form in the counterphase condition. However. moving gratings yielded CSF's of different form for the two criteria. These differences are probably due to eye movements.
Abstract-Contrast threshotds were determined for counterphase flickering and drifting spatial gratings using pattern and ~icker/motion criteria. In contrast to previous reports. the two criteria yielded contrast sensitivity functions (CSF) of similar form in the counterphase condition. However. moving gratings yielded CSF's of different form for the two criteria. These differences are probably due to eye movements.
Criteria
Threshold Spatial frequency
Results from several areas of research suggest a dissociation in the processing of spatial change (form) and temporal change (motion and flicker). Proposals for such a dissociation originated in the neurophysiological literature. where retinal ganglion cells were classified in accordance with their spatial summation properties (Enroth-Cugell and Robson. 1966 ) and response characte~stics~clelandet al.. 197II. Shortly thereafter. two-mechanism hypotheses were used in the psychophysical literature to explain various phenomena including different contrast thresholds for the detection of pattern and flicker (Keesey. 1972) . A common conception of such a model envisions two functionally separate mechanisms. each consisting of an ensemble of narrowly-tuned sub-mechanisms or channels (Kulikowski and Tolhurst. 1973) . IvIuch of this work has been reviewed by Legge (1978) .
Two-mechanism hypotheses have generally been used to account for differences in response to stimuli which are widely separated in spatial and/or temporal frequency. Such data could result from a continuum of channels having continuously varying spatial and temporal tunings. It is not necessary to postulate functional segregation of such channels into parallel mechanisms responsible for the perception of spatial and temporal change. However. this criticism does not apply to twothreshold psychophysical procedures. where testing occurs at identical stimulus parameters. For example. Kulikowski and Tolhurst (1973) used the method-ofadjustment to measure "flicker detection" and "pattern recognition" thresholds for 0.8 and 12 c/deg sinusoidal gratings flickering sinusoidally at temporal frequencies from 0 to 15 Hz. The contrast sensitivity functions (CSF) produced by the two thresholds were highly distinctive. pattern thresholds being low-pass. while flicker thresholds were bandpass. The thresholds were commonly separated by a factor of 2 or 3. Significantly. the shapes (but not absolute ~nsitivities) of the pattern CSF's (plotted across temporal frequency) were identical at 0.8 and 12cideg as were the flicker CSF's. On the basis of these two invariant CSF's. Kulikowski and Tolhurst argued for the existence of two "systems". Harris (1980) . using the same procedure with drifting gratings. found that the ratio between pattern and flicker thresholds was invariant with spatial-frequency and directly propo~ional to velocity. In view of this relationship he proposed velocity to be coded by the ratio of activation of separate temporal-frequency and spatial-frequency sensitive mechanisms. Harris showed that counterphase flicker could be similarly analyzed in terms of velocity-equivalent conditions and presented confirmatory two-threshold data for flickering gratings. Thus Harris demonstrated the following significant relationships the ratio of flicker threshold to pattern threshold is invariant for a given velocity (or velocity-equivalent conditions) and varies directly with velocity. It is important to note that threshold ratios calculated from Kulikowski and Tolhurst's data obey the relationship described by Harris. although this point was not observed at the time.
Two-threshold procedures have also been used in conjunction with spatial-fr~uency adaptation. Tolhurst et al. (1973) adapted subiects to moving gratings and measured the temporal tuning (temporal frequency specificity) of the two hypothetical systems using motion and form thresholds. Temporal tuning was only found when using the motion detection task. which was interpreted as evidence for the twomechanisms hypothesis. Green (1981) attempted to use the two-thnshofd technique to evaluate the sensation following adaptation. He reported that uniform spatial criteria could not be maintained and altered the procedure to that of Watson and Nachmias (1977) . Separate threshold functions were found up to 3 cidep.
